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Turbulent mixing of an inhomogeneouspassivescalar field is studied in the context of a
nonpremixedreacting flow. Direct numerical simulations of an initial steplike scalar field
subjectedto homogeneousshearedturbulence have beenperformed and the results compared
with those of the caseof decayingisotropic turbulence. For both flow conditions, the gradient
of the conservedscalar tends to align itself with the axis of the most compressivestrain rate
and orthogonal to the local vorticity. The magnitude of the scalar gradient is directly
influencedby the local strain rate while its orientation is controlled by the local vorticity.
Becauseof the directional featuresof shearedturbulence, the orientation of the scalar gradient
is more ordered than in isotropic turbulence. In addition, the magnitude of vorticity indirectly
affectsthat of the scalar gradient through strain-rate amplification by vortex stretching. In
both flows, regions of high scalar-gradientmagnitude or scalar dissipation (and therefore high
reaction rates) tend to exist as sheetsin the vicinity of sheetlikevortex structures of moderate
to high vorticity. The probability density function (pdf) of the the scalar dissipation rate eF
exhibits a nearly lognormal distribution with a slight negativeskewnessfor both isotropic and
shearedturbulence.

1. INTRODUCTION

Turbulent nonpremixed (or diffusion) flamesare those
in which initially separatefuel and oxidant streams react
upon mixing. The reaction is predominantly mixing controlled since the time scale of chemical reaction is usually
orders of magnitude smaller than the smallest time scaleof
turbulence.In the limit of an infinite reaction rate, the reaction is confined to an isoscalar surface of zero thickness at
stoichiometric conditions. The reactantsare transported toward the surfacefrom oppositesidesand instantly vanish at
the surfacewhere only product exists. In this case,the solution of a single conservedscalar is sufficient to describethe
temporal and spatial distributions of the speciesconcentration. is2 With negligible heat release (exothermic energy),
the problem becomesthat of passivescalar mixing in which
the initial step profile evolvesinto an inhomogeneousscalar
field. The turbulent motion generatessmall-scale fluctuations in the scalar field (scalar variance) by advection and
distortion of the material elementsof fluid. There is a continual reduction in the scalesof the scalarfluctuations by turbulence.At the smallestscales,the scalarvarianceis ultimately
destroyedby molecular diffusion. Mixing is then completed
at the molecular level and chemical reaction can occur. The
rate of molecular mixing is governed by the rate of scalar
dissipation and thus, for the above conditions, controls the
reaction rate. Understanding the details of turbulent scalar
mixing is a prerequisiteto understandingand predicting the
physical processesoccuring in nonpremixed flames.
Early descriptions of turbulent scalar mixing were establishedby the work of Obukhov3 and Corrsin.4 The scalar
transport equation in Fourier spaceshowsthat the advective
term is responsiblefor the transfer of scalar variance across
the spectrum, hencethe generationof the high wave-number
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components (small scales) in the scalar field. The physical
mechanism by which the rate of strain field influences the
scalar mixing field was first studied by Batchelor.’ For the
caseof weakly diffusive scalars ( Y$D) , for which the Kolmogorov microscaleexceedsthe scalar microscale,a locally
uniform strain field is “seen”by the small-scalescalarfluctuations. The effect of convection on the scalar field is nearly
that of a pure straining motion. The local scalar gradient
aligns with the principal axis of the least strain rate (compressive)and is amplified under the compressiveaction. The
effect of diffusion is to counteract this amplification and
erasethe inhomogeneitiesin the scalar field.
The significance of the local strain rate in generating
small-scale scalar fluctuations was further elucidated by
Gibson.6*7Gibson proposedtwo mixing mechanismsinvolving the interaction of the local strain with minimal and maximal scalar-gradientlines. In the first mechanism,6extrema
in the scalar field are generatedby turbulent eddies with
secondarygenerationby pinching and splitting in the direction of the local stretching strain. These regionsare connected by lines of minimal scalargradient that tend to move with
the fluid and thus have time to be influencedby the local rate
of strain. The secondmechanism’involves the creation of
maximal gradient lines due to the alignment of the local scalar gradient with the compressivestrain axes.This results in
the amplification of the local scalar gradient, which tends to
decreasethe diffusion velocity and causesfurther amplification through a positive feedback process.Since the strain
axesare orthogonal, the two mechanismstend to act orthogonal to each other. The influence of the local strain rate is
assumedto occur over distancesmuch greaterthan the Kolmogorov microscale7, in contrast to the earlier description
given by Batchelor.’
Recently, results from direct numerical simulations
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(DNS) have provided much insight into the small-scale
structure of turbulence and mechanisms of scalar mixing.
Ker? performed direct simulations of stationary (forced)
isotropic turbulence with a forced isotropic scalar field and,
from graphical display, found distinct alignment characteristics between the vorticity, strain rate, and scalar-gradient
fields. Vorticity appearsto be concentrated in tubes with the
scalar gradient and most compressivestrain aligned perpendicular to the tubes. High-magnitude scalar gradient occurs
as sheets that wrap around the vortex tubes, however, the
magnitude of the scalar gradient was found to be uncorrelated with that of the vorticity. Ashurst et a1.9 obtained additional statistics from the direct simulation results of Kerr’
and from those of Rogers and Main” for a homogeneous
shear flow with a uniform scalar gradient. Alignment probabilities of the vorticity and scalar gradient with the principal
strain-rate directions were presented.Their results were consistent with those of Kerr’s and suggestedthat turbulence is
characterizedby the presenceof stretching vortex structures
that exhibit distinct alignment with the strain axes. Alignment characteristics of the scalar showed that the scalar gradient tends to align with the most compressivestrain axes
and normal to the vorticity suggestingamplification of the
scalar gradient by both rotation and compressivestraining.
More recently, Sheetal. ” and Ruetsch and Maxey12found,
basedon simulations of homogeneousisotropic turbulence,
that regions of intense vorticity exist as tubelike structures
and regions of moderate vorticity exist as sheetlike structures. Regions of moderate to high scalar gradient were
found to wrap around the tubelike vortex structures, however, regions of the highest scalar gradient exist as sheetsand
occur near the vortex sheetsrather than the tubes.i2
The above studies considered homogeneous velocity
and scalar fields. As mentioned earlier, a nonpremixed reaction involves an inhomogeneous scalar field as a result of the
initially separatereactant streams. Direct simulations of a
nonpremixed reaction in decaying isotropic turbulence were
performed by Leonard and HillI Direct simulations of a
nonpremixed reaction in both decaying isotropic turbulence
and homogeneousshear flow have been performed by Nomura and Elghobashi,I4 Elghobashi and Nomura,” and
Leonard and Hill. l6 The studies by Leonard and Hi11’3,‘6
included the effectsof both finite and infinite chemical reaction rate. As in the inert case, the reactant concentration
gradients were found to align with the direction of the most
compressivestrain. Results indicate that high reaction rates
occur in regions where the alignment is strong and the local
strain rate is high. Although the caseof shear flow was investigated, the emphasis of their study was on the unsheared
condition.
The objective of the present work is to further study the
basic mechanismsof turbulent mixing in an inhomogeneous
scalar tield characteristic of a two-stream nonpremixed reaction using direct numerical simulation. Sinceno modeling is
used in direct simulations, the small-scale structure of the
flow is captured, thus revealing the underlying physics of the
turbulent mixing processes.The limiting caseof an infinitely
fast reaction rate is assumedso that the reaction is controlled
entirely by mixing. The scalar is passiveand thus does not
607
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affect the velocity field. Two basic flow conditions are considered: decaying isotropic turbulence, in which strain rates
decreasein time, and homogeneousshear flow, in which
strain rates tend to increase in time. The influence of the
strain rate and vorticity fields and the presence of mean
shear on the scalar mixing processare investigated.
II. MATHEMATICAL

DESCRIPTION

A. Flow description

and computational

domain

The chemical reaction consideredin this study is an isothermal reaction betweentwo speciesdiluted in an inert gas,
such that the density of the fluid remains constant throughout the flow. The scalar and velocity fields are therefore uncoupled, i.e., the scalar is passive.Both fuel and oxidant have
equal Schmidt numbers (SC= v/D = 0.7), and the binary
chemical reaction proceeds to completion in a single step
with a fixed stoichiometric ratio to form the product. These
assumptionsallow a linear combination of the equationsdescribing the conservation of the two nonpremixed reactants
(fuel and oxidant) to yield an equation for a conservedscalar,lY2 denoted here by the mixture fraction. The mixture
fraction F is definedby FE+ (B - /II2 )/ (PI - P2 >, where/3 is
a Shvab-Zeldovich variable and /?=mfu - m,,/r, where
mfu and mOx are the mass fractions of fuel and oxidant. The
quantity r is the mass of oxidant per unit mass of fuel required for complete reaction. The subscripts 1 and 2 denote
the two initial homogeneousreactant streams.In the limit of
an infinite reaction rate, the reaction will be confined to a
surfaceat which stoichiometric conditions exist (F = F,, > at
any instant of time. Knowledge of the conserved scalar F
determines the entire composition of the fluid.
Both homogeneousshear flow and decaying isotropic
grid turbulence are considered. Figure 1 shows the mean
velocity profile U(z) associatedwith a uniform mean shear
in the z direction and the initial step profile of the mixture
fraction F(z,t, ) representing the two-reactant stream system. Our computational domain is a finite cube with sidesof
length L, containing 1283grid points. Initially, fuel (F = 1)
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FIG. 1. Flow representation: (a) initial profile of the mixture fraction
F(z,t,), (b) mean velocity U(z).
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is admitted into the upper half of the domain and oxidant
(F = 0) into the lowei half.
B. Governing equations

The governing equations are the instantaneous,threedimensional Navier-Stokes, scalar (mixture fraction) conservation and continuity equations,which can be written as

du,

+ su, s,
(3%

=-- 1 J2%
Re axi

ap
ax, ’
3-+ssu,
3%

(1)

=--, 1 a”f
Re SCax;

(2)

E(k,O)

= (3v~/2)(k/k~)e-‘k’kp’,

(6)

where k, is the wave number of the spectrum peak and v0 is
the initial rms velocity [ v0 = ( (uiui)/3)rD].
This spectrum function is associatedwith the initial period of decay
for isotropic turbulence,‘8 which is characterized by a relatively higher energycontent at the lower wave numbers.The
initial value of k, is set equalto 6 ( 2~) for the presentsimulations, where the highest wave number equals 64(2n). The
suitability of the initial flow field was tested for isotropic
flows by monitoring the decay rate of E( k,t) and the time
development of the skewnessof the velocity derivative and
the anisotropy tensor (b, = (u&)/(uk&)
- l/36, j, for
which the diagonal componentsb, should remain relatively
equal and small in magnitude under conditions of isotropy.
For shear flows, an alternative spectrum function is used:
E(k,O) 7 lfj (-?-)“* (T)

(5)

(7)

e-2’k’kp’2,’

dxj

in which Cartesiantensor notation is employedand i = 1,2,3
correspondsto the x,y,z directions (Fig. 1) . In the above
equations,ui,f; andp are the deviationsof the instantaneous
velocity, mixture fraction, and pressurefrom their respective
referenceprofiles. For example,
(4)
flw,z,f) = Fbv,z,~) - Fref(z>,
whereFper (z) = z( dF/dz) refand (dF /dz) refis a fixed reference gradient for the mixture fraction.” By subtracting a
fixed referenceor mean value from the computed field variables, widely disparate values are avoided thus improving
the accuracy of the computation. The nondimensional
shear S and the nondimensional mixture fraction
gradient s are defined as S = (L /A lJ) (dU/dz),,,,
and
where AU and AF are the differs = (L /AhF) (dF/dz),,,,
encesin the mean velocity and mixture fraction’at the top
and bottom of the computational domain. Referencevalues
are defined such that S = 1 and s = 1. The characteristic
quantities used in the nondimensionalization of Eqs. (l)(3) are L, AU, AF, and a referencedensityp, . Time is therefore nondimensionalizedby L /AU. In the caseof isotropic
(nonsheared) turbulence, S = 0, and time is scaledby L /U,
where U is the referenceuniform free%treamvelocity.
In the caseof homogeneousshear; the referenceprofile
U(z) coincideswith the mean velocity profile, thus the computed deviations ui (x,y,z,t) are the velocity fluctuations.
However, since the scalar referenceprofile Fref (z) does not
coincide with the mean scalar profile p(z,t) that developsin
time, local instantaneousfluctuations of the mixture fraction
are evaluatedfrom

where the selectedinitial value of k, is 8 (2a). This function
producesa narrower spectrum than that of (6) with most of
the energy content confined.in wave numbers surrounding
k,, i.e., not the lowest wave numbers. This servesto reduce
the size of the initial integral length scale,thus extending the
duration of the shear flow simulations without violating the
assumption of periodic boundary conditions in the streamwise direction.
The characteristic length scalesof the flow are the integral length scale
(8)

the Taylor microscale
A=JiGWE,
(9)
and the Kolmogorov microscale
77= (S/E) 1’4,
(10)
where v is the rms velocity, E is the energy dissipation rate,
and Y is the kinematic viscosity. The shape of the spectrum
E(k,O) determines the initial integral length scale 4. The
value of the initial rms velocity v0 is chosen to prescribe the
initial strain number St, defined as
St, = (vo/~‘o)/S,

(11)

which is the ratio of the strain rate of the energy-containing
eddies (large-scalestrain rate) to that of the mean flow. The
spectrum of the dissipation rate of turbulence energy is cal~‘CWZJ) = F(xg,z,tj -%,th
(5)
where F( z,t) = (F( x,y,z,t ) ) x,y is the ensemble-averaged culated from e( k,t) = 2vk “E( k,t). The computed initial
dissipation spectrum e(k,O) has a peak at a wave number
mixture fraction over a horizontal (x-y) plane.
k, = 19(27r) in the isotropic flow and kd = 9’(25-) in the
shear f-low.The initial turbulent Reynolds number basedon
C. Initial and boundary conditions
the Taylor microscale (Re& = Z@.,,(Y) is 25 in both flow
conditions. Values for Re, are limited by grid resolution. A
The simulations are initialized with velocity fields that
are divergencefree and have random fluctuations prescribed fairly low initial value is required for the case of sheared
turbulence since Re, increasesin time. Further points conby an appropriate three-dimensionalenergy spectrum E( k,
cerning resolution are discussedbelow.
0). For the isotropic flows, the following spectrum function
The skewnessof the velocity derivative, given by
is used:
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oped isotropic flow. In shear flows, E tends to increaseand
thus 7 ultimately decreasesin time. For the shearflow simulations presentedhere, the criterion ( 13) is met throughout
the simulation. The minimum value of Ilk,,, at the end of
the simulation is 1.2.
The boundaryconditions for the dependentvariablesui,
J andp are periodic in the streamwise(x) and spanwise(y)
directions. The boundary condition in the direction of the
imposedmean velocity gradient (z) is shear-periodicin the
caseof homogeneousshearand periodic for the nonsheared
flow. Stated mathematically, for the variable 4,

-SU

+(4x,

+

ml

= +[t,x,

FIG. 2. Time development of the velocity derivative skewness - S,, for the
isotropic cases IH (- --) and IL (- - - -) and shear cases H (---)
and
L (---).

,x2

+

m2,x3

- S(x,

+

m3

>

(14)

+ m3 )W2,x3],

where mi are arbitrary integers (integer multiples of L) . In
order to justify the use of periodic boundary conditions in
turbulence simulations, the integral length scalesmust remain sufficiently small relative to the computational domain
L. In our simulations, the integral length scale doesnot exceed0.15L. A further check wasmadeby evaluatingthe twopoint velocity correlation

R,, (r, >= (u, (x, >u,(x, + rl>>/~6?&--&//u:,
s

=

i

f((aui/axi)3>

(12)

u
i-

1 Cq( (au,/ax,>‘)~“‘”

’

is a measure of the nonlinear energy transfer from low to
high wave numbers. Computed skewnessfrom the simulations is plotted as a function of nondimensionaltime in Fig.
2. The initial zero (Gaussian) value of the skewnessindicates no transfer of energy. After a short period of time, it
increasesto its asymptotic value ( z - 0.45) in the isotropic
flow case. At this time, the turbulence field is regarded as
fully developedand the initial scalar (step) profile F(z,t, ) is
imposed.I7 The skewnesstakes approximately 1 unit of dimensionlesstime to reach a value of approximately - 0.45.
For the shearflow, an asymptotic state is not reachedduring
the executedsimulation time. For this case,the scalarprofile
is imposedafter the initial rise of the total skewness(t = 1),
which indicates that the energy transfer process has been
established.
The resolution in the physical spaceis determinedby the
cubical domain box sizeL and the number of grid points N3.
This correspondsto a minimum wave number izO= 2?r/L
( = 2rrfor L = 1 in our case) and a maximum wave number
The smallest scale captured by
km, ==N/2-k, = rN/L.
the simulation is thereforeon the order of l/k,,, . The smallest scale of turbulence is on the order of the Kolmogorov
scale 7. A criterion for adequategrid resolution is thereforeI
qk,, > 1.
(13)
The initial Kolmogorov scale,normalized by L, has-avalue
of 0.0024for the isotropic flow and 0.0039for the shearflow.
For a resolution of N = 128, l/k,,,
= 0.0025. This gives a
value of gk,,,,, = 1.0 and 1.6 for the isotropic and shear
cases,respectively.Since 77increaseswith time for decaying
turbulence, the resolution is sufficient throughout the devel609
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which measures the enhanced spatial correlation in the
streamwisedirection due to shear.The simulations were terminated at a nondimensional time of t = 8 beyond which
R, i ( rl > in the shearflows beginsto attain nonzero valuesat
the half-box width Y, = L /2.
Complete details of the numerical solution procedure
are given elsewhere.‘7Z20It sufficeshere to state that the governing equations are discretized in an Eulerian framework
using a second-orderfinite-differencemethod on a staggered
grid for all the terms exceptthosecorrespondingto the mean
advection, where pseudospectralapproximation is used.Integration in time is performed via the Adams-Bashforth
scheme.Pressureis treated implicitly and obtained using a
Poissonsolver, which includes the shear-periodicboundary
conditions. The l283 grid simulations were performed on a
Cray Y-MP 8/864 and required approximately 32
megawordsof core memory. Execution time for the shear
flow computations is approximately 7.0 set per time step.
Typical runs involve 2048 time steps.
111.RESULTS
A. General flow characteristics

Results are presentedfor four flow conditions. Two homogeneousshearflows are considered,differing only in the
initial value of the strain number, St,. In one case,St, = 1.O,
referred to hereinafteras caseH (high initial strain), and in
the other, St, = 0.33, referred to as case L (low initial
strain). The other two flows are those of decayinggrid turbulence (casesIH and IL) having the sameinitial large-scale
strain rate ( vo/Zo) as casesH and L, respectively. A summary of initial- and final-run parametersis given in Table I.
It should be noted throughout the results presentedthat the
time t is dimensionlessand equalsthe real time normalized
byL/U.
K. K. Nomura and S. E. Elghobashi
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TABLE I. Summary of flow parameters.
Time

Parameter

Re-Jn
0.

St, or vO/G
Vh:
4
A0
%
Y
rlk*x

RCA
St or v/e
V/7.+

8.

e
a
rl
?Ik.x

IH

IL

H

VP

L

25.0
1.0
1.76
0.0515
0.0236
0.0024
0.000047
1.0

25.0
25.0
25.0
0.32
1.0
0.33
2.60
4.71
1.57
0.0515
0.0469
0.0469
0.0236
0.0380
0.0380
0.0024
0.0039
0.0039
0.000 016 O.OCCI
071 0.000 024
1.0
1.6
1.6

17.5
0.10
0.91
0.1333
0.0589
0.0072
2.9

18.7
0.09
0.85
0.0876
0.0363
0.0043
1.7

28.5
0.34
2.24
0.1007
0.0590
0.0056
2.3

37.5
0.34
2.49
0.0716
0.0367
0.0030
1.2

Figure 3 showsthe time developmentof the characteristic strain rates associatedwith the large scale (v/d and
small scale ( v/v2) for the four cases.The time development
of the normalized integral and Kolmogorov length scalesis
shown in Fig. 4. As expected,the small-scalestrain dominatesover the large-scalestrain although the differencein
magnitudesis limited by the moderate value of Reynolds
numberused.The decreasein strain ratesfor grid turbulence
(IH and IL) is evident. In the shear caseH, the effects of
turbulence initially dominate over those of the mean flow
causingthe strain rates to decreaseuntil a time oft = 6 at
which the small-scalestrain beginsto increase.The Kohnogorov scale correspondingly increases initially then decreasesafter t = 6 (Fig. 4). For the shear caseL, a steady
increasein the small-scalestrain rate occurs becauseof the
decreasingKolmogorov length scale as shown in Fig. 4.
Note that the time development of the large-scalestrain
(v/f) in Fig. 3 for the shearcasesis also that of the strain
number St, since S = 1 in Eq. ( 11).
A measureof the smallestscalesin the scalar field is the
scalar microscale L, = (D 3/~) “4, often referred to as the
Obukhov-Corrsin scale. Since the molecular viscosity and
diffusivity are constant in our flows (and SC= ‘v/D = 0.7),
the developmentof L, follows that of 7. In an inhomogeneousscalar field, length scalesassociatedwith the scalar will
exhibit spatial dependence.A scalar length scale reflecting
this inhomogeneityis the dissipation scale;1/ definedby
;1, = (6D (f’2)/(~J)

I”‘,

(15)

or in terms of its directional components,

A3=

I/i
,
( Cdf’/%1”)>
W-9

i= 1,2,3.

(16)

The time developmentof the 1, and ;l,r profiles in the x3 or z
direction was determined. In the isotropic flow, the component scalesremain approximately equal within the mixing
zone, i.e., il,, = il f2 = ,if,. In shear flow, the component
scalesexhibit differences,with the time rate of increasebeing
largest for the streamwisecomponentAf, and the smallest
for the transverse (z) component A,,. This is due to the
610
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FIG. 3. Tie
development of characteristic strain rates, large-scale,
andsmall-scale, v/v2 (---).
(a) CaseaIHandH (St,, = 1.01,
v/EC --)
(b) cases IL and L (St, = 0.33).

directional alignment of the rate of strain axesand their interaction with the scalar gradient, as will be discussedlater.
In both isotropic and shearcases,the time developmentof/2f
tends to follow that of il, indicating the strong influence of
the flow field.
B. Strain rate and vorticity

statistics

Turbulence generatesthe largest strain rates at the
smallest scales.Thus the small-scale strain rate v/$ is a
measureof the dominating strain rates in turbulent flows.
However, the variation of the componentsof the strain-rate
tensor throughout the flow field affectsthe scalar mixing and
K. K. Nomura and S. E. Elghobashi
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the continuity equation for incompressibleflows, i.e., that
the sum of these diagonal components is zero
(a-l-P + y=O).
Statisticsof the flow field are obtainedby samplingover
the entire computational domain. The intermediate strain
ratefiis found to be extensional(positive) at approximately
75% of the points in both the isotropic and homogeneous
shearflows, which is consistentwith the resultsof Ashurst et
al.” and Leonard and Hill. l3 This gives,on the average,two
positive and one negativestrain-rate eigenvalues.Betchov”
showedthat the product of the strain rate eigenvaluesis related to the velocity derivative skewnessin isotropic turbulence:
W74 -S,3
where

(17)

(18)
t

The velocity derivative skewnesscan be related to vorticity
production and appearsin the enstrophy transport equation
derived for isotropic flo~:‘~

3.6
3.4

q = - -Lq
___

3.2
3.0

dt

(19)

The secondterm on the right side of ( 19) is alwaysnegative
and representsthe destruction of mean squarevorticity by
viscous dissipation. In order to maintain vorticity fluctuations and hence turbulence, there must be a production
term. Thus the first term must be positive, henceS, < 0. As
concluded by Betchov,“” there must be a predominanceof
two positive principal strains in order to have vorticity production; the mechanism involved being vortex stretching.
Figure 2 shows the total skewness remaining negative

26
24
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1s
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
-L-----L---

.8

( q-)3’,I l()y

36

2.8
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t

(b)

1.2

FIG. 4. Tie development of normalized integral length scale, &“/z (-)
and Kolmogoruv length scale, v/q~, (- - -). (a) Cases IH and H
(St,, = l.O), (b) cases ILand L (St, = 0.33).

1.0

7

the dynamicsof the reactiveinterface. The strain-rate tensor
eU= 1/2{&4,/~3x, + duj/Jxi) at each computational grid
point can be evaluated from the computed velocity field.
Sinceit is the instantaneousvaluesof e4 that are of interest
for the statistics, the mean velocity gradient is included in
the shearflow cases.The eigenvaluesand eigenvectorsof the
principal strain rates are determined following the general
method described by Timoshenko and Goodier.” The
eigenvaluesare orderedby a>P> y, where a is always positive (most extensional), y is always negative (most compressive),andPis either positive or negative(intermediate)
dependingon the magnitudesof a and y. This follows from
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FIG. 5. Time development of the velocity derivative skewness components,
-S, (i= 1,2,3),forshearcaseLinthedirectionsofx,
(----),x2
(---),
x, (- - -), and the total value (---).
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( - S,, > 0) for all four cases.As mentioned, the skewnessis
a measureof spectral energy transfer. The expectedincrease
of energytransfer in shear flow is evident from the time development of the streamwisecomponent of the skewnessS, .
Figure 5 shows the three directional components of the
skewnessfor the shearcaseL. Note that the growth of - S,
is accompaniedby a reduction in the other two components.
More generally,the equation for enstrophy transport is written as

dw, awi
-~~-------,
axj ax,

1

-0

2

3

(20)

4

6

5

7

where wiwjeg is the generalform of the vorticity production
term, the componentsof which are shown in Fig. 6. It is seen
that, in both the isotropic and homogeneousshearflows, the
time development of wiwieii follows the general behavior of
the product of the strain-rate eigenvalues - (cY&), which
in turn, follows that of the small-scalestrain v/q2 (Fig. 3 ).
Probability distributions of the principal rates of
strain normalized by the total strain magnitude
lel = (2 +B” + ~3~‘~ are given in Fig. 7. The number of
bins used in the sampling is 4.0giving a bin width of 0.05.
Initially, at t = 0 [Fig. 7 (a) 1, the distributions are symmetric and the peak for the intermediate strain probability occurs at fi = 0. This is a consequenceof the random initial
velocity fields used in the simulations. The development to
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an asymmetric form [Fig. 7 (b) ] occurs fairly rapidly, within the first time unit, which correspondsto one initial eddy
turnover time cB,/v, for casesH and IH and one-third initial
eddy turnover for cases L and IL. Beyond this time, the
profiles remain approximately invariant. The shape of the
distributions is similar for all four flow conditions suggesting
a universal strain structure.g The most probable value of the
normalized p strain tends toward 0.2 causing the compressive strain pdf to steepenat a higher (negative) value, since
the sum of the strain componentsmust be zero. As indicated
in the figures, the most probable ratio of the strain rates is
3:l: - 4 (a: p: y), which agreeswith the results of Ashurst
et aL9 and Kerr.” The overall shape of the p distribution
agreesclosely with that given by Kerr, with a peak occurring
at the samenormalized value. Note that the slight overlap of
the curves and the offset in peak values are due to the finite
bin width and not from the data. The analysesof Ashurst et
al. and Kerr were performed on stationary (forced) isotropic turbulence. We show here that similar results are obtained
for decaying turbulence. This may be expected becauseof
the self-preserving nature of the flow, where Re, remains
constant.” The results of our isotropic turbulence simulations do exhibit a relatively constant Re, after the flow develops (t> 2).
The orientation of vorticity relative to the principal
strain-rate directions is determined by evaluating the cosine
of the angle between the vorticity vector and each of the
strain-rate axes at each grid point in the domain. Figure 8
displays typical probability distributions of the direction cosinesfor the isotropic and shear flows. The distributions are
generally similar in the two flows with an increasedprobability for the vorticity to align (cos 0 = 1) with the intermediate fi strain direction and normal (cos 8 = 0) to the compressivey strain direction. However, the probability for the
alignment of vorticity and fi is significantly higher in the
shear case H than in the isotropic case IH. In both cases,
alignment-conditioned values of vorticity are the highest
when vorticity is aligned with the fi strain. The expected
value is approximately 1.5 to 2 times the value associated
when the vorticity is orthogonal to/?‘.Alignment-conditioned values of the vorticity production term tiimjeB were also
evaluated. We find early in the flow development (t<2) in
casesIH and H that higher vorticity production occurs when
vorticity is aligned with the a and fi strains rather than orthogonal to them. In the isotropic fiow IH, the conditioned
vortex stretching term is highest when vorticity is aligned
with a, the magnitude being approximately 2.5 to 3 times the
value associatedwith the orthogonal orientation. Throughout the development of the isotropic flow IH, the expected
magnitude of wiwjeU remains slightly higher when alignment is in the a rather than fl direction. The same result is
obtained when sampling is limited to those pbints where
p> 0. This disagreeswith Ashurst et al.,9 who found that
vorticity production is independent of the orientation with
a. This may be due to the decreasingstrain rates and vorticity fluctuations in our decaying isotropic Aow. In sheared
turbulence, vorticity production is highest when vorticity is
alignedin thefl direction. The alignment-conditioned values
of WitijeQ are two to seven times higher when vorticity is
613
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aligned with fi rather than orthogonal tog the relative difference increasing as the flow develops in time. The trend
with respectto the a strain is opposite to that in the isotropic
flow; higher production exists when vorticity is orthogonal
to a.
As Betchov” showed, the processof vortex stretching,
and therefore vorticity production, occurs when the intermediate strain rate is positive. DNS results presented here
and those of Ashurst et al.’ and Kerr24 have further shown
that the intermediate strain rate axis tends to align with the
vorticity vector. Based on the conservation of angular momentum, we expect the vorticity to be amplified in the direcK. K. Nomura and S. E. Elghobashi
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tion of positivestrain and attenuatedin the direction of negative strain. In the absenceof viscosity, the product of
vorticity and radius squaredis conserved.Thus an increase
in vorticity leadsto a decreasein the scalesof motion in the
normal direction. The increasein the kinetic energyof rotation occursat the expenseof the velocity componentin the
directionof stretching,hencean increasein the velocity flue
tuation componentsin the other two directionsthus generating a newstrain field. The sampledstatisticsindicatethat the
two strain componentsnormal to the /? strain tend to be
significantlylarger than fi and comparablein m a g n itudeto
eachother. Further evidenceof the vorticity-inducedstrain
field is givenby the following correlationcoefficient:
Cm 2 2= b”e”>/(o’) (e2>,
which correlatesthe m a g n itudeof vorticity with that of the
total strain rate and has an uncorrelatedvalue of 1.0. The
tim e developmentof Crtizzis shownin F ig. 9. Note the higher
valuesof Cmz2in shear casesH and L, where significant
production is occurring and the strength of the generated
strain field increasesin time. Sheet al.” havesuggested
that
the probablealignment of w with the P strain axesmay be
causedby the controlling influenceof the vorticity on the
strain field. This is further supportedhereby comparingthe
characteristicsof decayingturbulencewith thoseof sheargeneratedturbulence.
It hasbeenarguedthat the predominanceof two positive and onenegativeprincipal strain rateswould leadto the
formation of sheetlikestructuresin the flow.“,24 Sheet al.”
point out that the strain field typically varies over the lifetim e andspatialextentof the structures,and thereforesheetlike formation will not necesarilytake place.Furthermore,
the structureitself m o d ifiesthe surroundingstrain field. Re614
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sults of DNS have shown that the d o m inant structure for
high-magnitudevorticity regionsis tubelike.8*yV”7’
Sheet2
like structures also exist but at moderatevaluesof vorticity. i1,i2High-magnitudetubelikestructuresexistin our decaying isotropic flow; however,they representonly a very
small fraction of the entire volume. More prevalentare the
moderate vorticity (2 m < IwI < 3 [w( ) sheetlike structures andlow-level“background”activity.” In shearedturbulence,the flow field is characterizedby the presenceof
organizedlarge-scalestructures,as will be discussedbelow.
K. K. Nomura and S. E. Elghobashi
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The orientation of the strain-rate axes in space is random for the isotropic cases,however, for the shear cases,a
directional preference exists becauseof the presenceof the
mean strain component. This is examined by projecting the
strain-rate axesonto the x-y (horizontal) and the x-z (vertical) planes (seeFig. 1 for coordinate axes). Figure 10 shows
probabilities of the inclination angle of the projected principal strain axesonto the X-Z plane for caseH. Similar results
are obtained for case L. The inclination angle is measured
from the positive x axis. Initially (not shown), the strain
field is basically two dimensional and follows the mean
strain field; thus the a and y strain components most probably align at 45”and 135”from the positive x axis, respective-
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ly. The fl strain is small in magnitude and the inclination
profile is relatively flat, i.e., no preferred direction. After the
flow develops (beyond the initial growth of the velocity derivative skewness),the peaks in the inclination of the strain
rates in the x-z plane becomemore pronounced and, in addition, a directional preferencedevelopsfor the p strain [Fig.
10(a)]. The peak in the inclination angle profile of the fi
strain occurs first near the region of the most extensional
strain peak. As the flow develops, the peak shifts toward
smaller angles [Fig. 10(b)]. At t = 8, the peak in the fi
strain occurs at approximately 20”. The locations of the a
and y strain peaksremain fairly invariant in time becauseof
the presenceof the mean strain.
As expected,the vorticity field also exhibits distinct directional featuresin the presenceof mean shear.The orientation of the vorticity vector in spaceis examinedby projecting
it onto the n-y (horizontal) and the x-z (vertical) planes.
Figures 11 and 12 show the time development of the probability distribution of the inclination angle of the projected
vorticity vector onto the x-y and x-z planes,respectively,for
case H. In the x-y plane, the inclination angle is measured
from the positive y axis, and, in the x-z plane, the angle is
measured from the positive x axis. Initially, the spanwise
component of vorticity ( wv > of the mean flow dominates as
expected (indicated by a peak in probability at 0”in the x-y
projection profiles; Fig. 11). The peak is more pronounced
in case L (not shown), where the effect of mean strain is
relatively higher. In time, the distribution develops “shoulders” around B = f 90”indicating a modification of direction for a portion of the vorticity toward the x-z plane. The
weighted distribution [Fig. 11(b)] shows that the relative
magnitude of the vorticity near 8 = & 90” (x-z plane) increases and becomes comparable to that at t9= 0” (y-z
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FIG. 12. Probability distributions of the inclination angle ofprojected vorticity vectors onto the x-z plane ( 6’measured from positive x-axis) for case H
(St, = 1.0)att=0(----),t=2(---),t=4(--),t=6(---),and

r=8 c---j.
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plane). Probability distributionsin the x-z plane (Fig. 12)
show that, initially, there is no directional preferencedue to
the isotropic initial conditionAs the flow develops,a preferred inclination appearsnear an anglebf 45” (or - 135”)
from the positive x axis, in agreement with. Rogers and
Main” and Moin and Kim.26 The magnitude-weighteddistribution (not shown) exhibits a similar profile indicating
that vorticity is augmentedwhen oriented in that direction.
Further developmentcausesthe predominant angle of inclination to decrease,i.e., move toward the x axis. At time
t = 8, this angleis approximately 30”for both casesH and L.
This generallyfollows the unweighted inclination angle distribution of the,Gstrain (Fig. lo), as expectedbecauseof the
high probability of alignment betweenthe vorticity and intermediatestrain. The shift toward smaller anglesis caused
by the rotation component of the applied shear.
The vorticity field of a flow with mean shear is characterized by the presenceof organized 1arge:scalestructures.
Hairpin-shaped vortex structures in an inclined plane at
8~45“ (from the x axis), similar to those found by Rogers
and Moin, lo are observed in our shear flow simulations.
These structures are formed becauseof the deformation of
transversevorticity ( wu) by the mean strain.? Sheetlikeregions of moderate to high values of vorticity
a1so exist and occur in the inclined
(2 [WI <l4<3pq)
planes.Further discussionof thesestructures will be given in
the next section.
”
”
In general, our analysis of the strain rate and vorticity
characteristicssupports the conclusionsgiven by Ashurst et
al9 and Kerr.8p24Turbulent flows consist of stretching vortex structures. Thesestructures are tubelike at high valuesof
vorticity and sheetlike at moderatevorticity. r ‘vl’ Vorticity is
amplified by axial stretching along the intermediate strain
direction, thus generating larger strains in the plane perpendicular to the elongated vortex structures. The distinct directional preferenceof the strain rate and vorticity fields and
their associatedstructure in homogeneoussheared turbulence have significant effects on the characteristics of the
scalar mixing field as discussedbelow.

brings these surfacescloser together amplifying the scalargradient fluctuations. This results in the generation of scalar
fluctuation at the high wave-number end of the spectrum.
The effect of molecular diffusion is to smear out the fluctuation gradients. Sincethe rate of diffusion is directly proportional to the scalar gradient, high wave-numbercomponents
are favored in this process.This is the generalmechanismfor
the production of fine structure in scalar fields in isotropic
turbulence.
In shear flow [Fig. 13(b) 1, alignment between VF and
the a and y strains differs from that of the isotropic tlow case
although the alignment between the scalar gradient and /I
strain is similar and tends to occur at 90”(cos 0 = 0). Align-
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C. Scalar mixing characteristics

Sincechemical reaction in our flow is assumedto occur
instantaneously,the reaction is controlled by turbulent mixing. The flame sheetis representedby the stoichiometric isoscalar surface. The normal vector to this surface coincides
with the local scalar-gradient vector VF. Orientation of an
isoscalarsurface with respect to the principal strain axes is
determined from the direction cosines between the scalar
gradient and the strain-rate axes.Alignment probability distributions are obtained by sampling the mixed scalar field,
which we have arbitrarily definedas thosepoints with a mixture fraction value in the range 0.1 ~Fc0.9. The initial homogeneousunmixed scalar regions are thereby eliminated
from the statistics. Results are given in Fig. 13 for t = 6. For
the isotropic flow [Fig. 13(a) 1, there is an increasedprobability for VF to align in the direction of the most compressive
ystrain and to align perpendicular to the extensionala andfistrains.Isoscalar (or isoconcentration) surfacesthus tend to
be stretched in isotropic flows. The compressive strain
616
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(b)

FIG. 13. Probability distributions of alignment of the scalar gradient +&or
and principal strain rate axes at time t = 6 for (a) case IH (isotropic) and
(b) case H (St, = 1.0). yz (-),
P: (---I,
a: (- - - -).
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ment of the scalar gradient and y strain tends to occur at
19~30”(cos ~9= 0.86). Alignment with the a strain direction occurs at approximately 8- 55”(cos 8 = 0.58). Similar
results were reported by Ashurst et aL9 and Leonard and
Hilli although explanations for the observations were not
given. The skewedalignment of the scalar gradient with both
the most compressive and most extensional strains in the
shear flows is a result of the interaction of the imposed mean
scalar gradient and mean strain rateswith the turbulent fluctuations. Examination of the time development of the compressiveand extensional strain alignment probability distributions for case H (Fig. 14) clarifies this. At early time
(t = 2), the scalar gradient tends to align with the compressive strain [Fig. 14(a) ] and, correspondingly, aligns normal
to the extensionalstrain [Fig. 14(b) 1, and is therefore similar in behavior to isotropic turbulence. This is due to the high
turbulent strain rates existing initially in the flow, which are
much greater than the mean strain (St, = 1 and Y/T’
= 4.7). If the mean gradients of the velocity and scalar were
dominating, the alignment peak would be expectedto occur
at 45”(cos 8 = 0.7) for both curves. Later in time, the peaks
do tend to shift toward cos 0 = 0.7. Case L at early times
(not shown) already shows the shifts due to the greater effect of the mean strains. There is a competing effect between
the turbulence and mean gradients and as the flow field develops, the effectsof the mean flow appear to dominate, thus
causing the alignment probability peaks to shift away from
those of isotropic turbulence. Strain alignment characteristics of a passivescalar will therefore depend on the orientation of imposed mean gradients and the relative magnitude
of the turbulent strain to mean strain.
A visual display of the strain rate-scalar gradient interaction is provided in Fig. 15, which shows contours of instantaneous isoscalars superimposed on vectors indicating
the inclination of the axis of the local most compressive
strain yin the center x-z (vertical) plane for casesIH and H.
Note the predominance of a preferred direction for the y
strain in the shearflow case ( 135”or - 45”from the positive
x axis, disregarding arrowheads) and the resulting directionality of the isoscalar contours: in contrast with the random orientation of the isotropic strain field of caseIH. The
isoscalar contours in both casesare plotted using the same
contour interval. In case H, we see that the contours are
much closer together than in case IH, indicating a locally
higher scalar gradient due to the higher magnitudes of y.
Sincethe isoscalarsurfacestend to align parallel to the/j:
strain, it is expectedthat thesesurfaceswill also lie parallel to
the local vorticity vectors. Alignment statistics of VF and w
(not shown) confirm that the most probable relative orientation is orthogonal. Figure 16 showscontours of the instantaneous spanwise vorticity w,, in a vertical (x-z) plane for
casesIH and H (same plane as Fig. 15). Superimposedon
these contours is the stoichiometric isoscalar surface of
F = F,, . It is seenthat the reactive interface (thickened for
clarity) follows the vortex structures in both flows. In general, the observedisoscalar contours in the x-z plane [Figs.
15(b) and 16(b) ] are more ordered in the shear flow becauseof the directional preferenceof the vorticity and strainrate axes. Contours of streamwise vorticity in the y-z plane
617
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FIG. 14. Time development of the probability distributions of alignment of
the scalar gradient vector and principal strain rate axes. (a) Case H: ystrain
and(b)caseH:astrain;t=Z(---),t=4(--),t=6(---),and
f=8 (----).

for the shear flow (not shown) are similar in nature to those
in the x-z plane for isotropic flow [Fig. 16(a) 1. Examination
of a series~ofthese cross-sectionalviews at later times indicate the existence of tubelike vortex structures. At time
t = 6, the streamwise extent of some of these structures is
roughly L /4 to L /3 long. The isoscalar surfacesare seento
wrap around these tubes and, in some cases,the scalar surface closeson itself and subsequentlybreaks away. The surfacesappear to be rotated by the local vorticity or stretched
between two counter-rotating regions.
It has been suggested” that the small-scalescalar field
K. K. Nomura and S. E. Elghobashi
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may tend to developsheetlikestructures becauseof the influenceof the long-lived large-scalemotion, particularly in the
caseof flows with mean shear. Three-dimensional isoscalar
surfacesof a high scalar-gradient magnitude (approximately ten times the total volume average) are shown in Fig. 17.
We seethat regions of high ]VI; 1tend to be sheetlike in both
isotropic and shear flow. In the former case,the structures
are more intermittent while, in the latter, the sheetsare continuous over a greater spatial extent. A close-up of a representativestructure in each case is given in Fig. 18. Vortex
lines in the vicinity of the structures are also displayed. In
both cases,the vortex lines indicate a sheetlikestructure that
correspondingly forms a sheetlike structure for high scalargradient magnitudes. Note that the primary structure and
associatedvortex lines shown for the shearcase[Fig. 18(b ) ]

correspond to the inclined high-gradient region appearing
on the left-hand side of Fig. 15(b) and the corresponding
inclined high-vorticity region in Fig. 16(b). The sheetlike
vortex structure in Fig. 18(b) is composedmainly of spanwise vorticity, which extends out for a distance of roughly
L /6 or 1.5&n the spanwisedirection and L /3 in the streamwise direction. The local magnitude of vorticity prevailing
throughout most of this region is in the range
2m<]w]
~3 ]w]. Asshown by Fig. 15(b), thecompressive strain field associatedwith the structure acts in the orthogonal direction. The sheetlikenature of the vortex structure appearsto provide a relatively unidirectional strain field
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FIG. 17. Instantaneous isoscalar surfaces of a high scalar-gradient magnitude (lVF[ ~10 IVF( ) at time t = 6 for (a) case IH (isotropic) and (b)
case H (St, = 1.0).
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FIG. 18. Close-up views of instantaneous isoscalar surfaces of high scalargradient magnitude (IVF [) along with neighboring vortex lines at time
t=6
for (a) case IH (isotropic): IVFl-15
IVFI, and (b) case H
(St, = 1.0): IVFIzlOTWj.
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that effectively produces sheetlike structures in the IVFI
field.
The correlation between the magnitudes of the strain
rate and scalar gradient and betweenthe vorticity and scalar
gradient can be measuredby the following correlation coefficients:’
C (PF)‘c’= ((VI;)W/(
Wrn2) (e2>,
(22)

C (vo*02 = ((vflz~2)/((v~2)w),
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which are defined such that their uncorrelated value is 1.0.
The time development of Ccvnze2and Ccvf1202is shown in
Fig. 19.As expected,the magnitude of VFis clearly correlated with the strain rate in both flows, as shown by Ccvnzez
[Fig. 19(a)]. InFig. 19(b), CcvR202remainsat theuncorrelated value of unity for the isotropic flow, which agreeswith
the results of Kerr’ for stationary isotropic flow. However,
in the shear casesH and L, values of CcvnzwZgreater than
unity are exhibited, indicating that the magnitude of VF is
correlated with that of vorticity in these flows.
Mechanisms influencing the scalar gradient are indicated by the scalar-gradient transport equation, which is obtained by taking the gradient of the scalar-transport equation
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The first term on the right-hand side representsproduction
of scalar gradient due to compressivestrain alignment. Note
that, as VFincreases,further amplification increasesindicating a pbsitive feedbackmechanism as describedin Gibson’s
secondmixing mechanism.’The secondterm, a cross product between the vorticity and scalar-gradient vectors, is a
vector orthogonal to both VF and w and, consequently,
changesthe direction of VF. This term is eliminated in the
derivation of the transport equation for the square of the
scalar gradient (proportional to the scalar dissipation rate),
which is given by
=
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“Xy
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lb)
FIG. 19. Time development of scalar gradient-strain rate magnitude and
scalar gradient-vorticity magnitude correlation coefficients. (a) CcVhz2
and (b) CtVRzwz;for cases IH (- - - -), H (-),
and L (---).

(24)

where qi = iSF/d.q. The fact that w does not explicitly appear in the equation does not, however, imply that vorticity
has no influence on the magnitude of VF. The contribution of
w can exist via its influence on the strain rate e (as indicated
by Cmz2in Fig. 9). This becomesapparent in shearedturbulence, where strain rates are amplified by vortex stretching
as discussedearlier.
The overall form of Eq. (24) is similar to that of Es.
(20) for the transport of enstrophy, as noted by Corrsin.28
The corresponding production term in the (VF)’ equation is
- J’,,F, je,i. This term representsgradient amplification by
compressive straining (note the difference in sign of this
term from that of enstrophy production) and thus reflects
the influence of the strain rate on the scalar dissipation rate.
A related quantity that various investigators have reported is
the strain rate-scalar dissipation rate correlation coefficient
given by
Z = (VF*e*VF)/(e:e)“2(VFsVF),
(25)
where e is the strain-rate tensor. Direct simulation results of
Kerr’ for forced isotropic turbulence give a value for C of
- 0.5. Leonard and HiIll report values in the range - 0.5
to - 0.4 for their isotropic runs.
Since our scalar field is inhomogeneous,we first determine the value of ): conditioned on the value of the scalar F.
The results indicate that Z is independentof F. A representa-
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FIG. 20,Time development of strain rate-scalar dissipation correlation coefficientPforcasesIH(----),H(--),andL(---).

tive value of Z can therefore be obtained by averagingover
the rangeof F values O.l<F<O.S. Time developmentof the
averagedx for casesIH, H, and L is given in Fig. 20. The
valueof E for the isotropic flow is about - 0.5 and remains
relatively constant in time. In shear flows, the magnitude of
E is slighlty lessand valuesrangefrom - 0.3 to - 0.4. The
negativevalue of X reflects the enhancementof the scalar
gradient in the direction of the compressivestrain. Basedon
the aboveresults, the value of the correlation coefficientdoes
not appearto be sensitiveto the characteristicsof the scalar
field and is only slightly indicative of the presenceof mean
shearin the flow field.
D. Scalar dissipation

rate

Chemical reaction is a molecular processand can only
occur when mixing is complete at the molecular level. As
stated earlier, the rate of molecular mixing, which is limited
by the rate of breakup of “scalar eddies”containing the reactive species,is proportional to the rate of scalar dissipation.
The rate of scalar dissipation, though it is a high-wave-number process, is determined by the interaction of the lowwave-numbercomponents of the velocity and scalar fields
and is proportional to the mean rate of transfer of scalar
variance from the low to high wave numbers. Regions of
intense reaction have been found to correspond with local
maxima of the scalar dissipation.‘3*29
The instantaneousscalardissipationrate eF is definedas
(26)

The distribution of the local instantaneouseF in the centerxz plane is shown in Fig. 21 (sameplane as Figs. 15 and 16).
Here, eF is graphically representedas vectors with magnitudes proportional to (VF)’ and in the direction of VF. Di622
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rect simulations of stationary isotropic turbulence by Kerr,’
in which both the velocity and scalar fields are forced, have
shown that scalar dissipation exists in intermittent patches
with high magnitude. For our two-stream mixing flow, the
locations of high scalar dissipation are confined to a narrow
zone around the interface near F= 0.5. Within this zone,
regions of peak eF do exist in sheets, as indicated by the
structure of 1VF I. The intermittency of thesesheetsis lessin
shearedflow than in the unshearedflow becauseof the presenceof the strong large-scalestructures. This is of particular
importance in reactive flows since, as stated above, intense
reaction will occur in regions of high (VF) 2, and therefore
will occur in sheets.
From Fig. 21, we seethat, in the isotropic flow (a), the
magnitudesof eF are not significantly different from those in
the shearcase(b), eventhough the turbulence decaysin the
former with the associatedincreasein all length scales.This
is expiainedasfollows. SinceeF is an instantaneousquantity,
it dependson the mean scalar gradient and its fluctuations.
The initially imposedscalarstep function causessteepgradients of the mean scalar. The lower mixing rates in the isotropic flow allow significant scalar variance and meangradients (VF) to persist. In addition, the contribution of the
small-scalemotion to eF is limited becauseof the continuous
growth of thesescales,and therefore the correspondingfluctuating component of VF is small. In shear flows, the production of turbulent energyand increasingstrain rates of the
small scalesaugmentthe fluctuating component of eF. Local
instantaneousscalar gradients can be quite large becauseof
the increasing compressivestrains. An indicator of the extent of scalar mixing is the probability density function
(pdf) of the mixture fraction. Computed pdfs for a thin
horizontal slab centeredin the mixing zone indicate that the
shearedcasesexhibit the greatest extent of mixing. These
profiles tend toward a Gaussianin time whereasthose of the
isotropic case retain a portion of the initial delta function
peaks, indicating the presenceof unmixed fluid.
It is of interest, from both physical and modeling standpoints, to examinethe statistical distribution of +. Gurvich
and Yaglom3’proposeda lognormal distribution of the scalar dissipation through an extensionof Kolmogorov’s third
hypothesis. Experimental observations3’*32suggest a lognormal distribution. The numerical simulations of Ashurst
et al. show a lognormal distribution of the scalar dissipation
rate,29and statistical independenceof the scalar and scalar
dissipation. Eswaran and Pope33have also performed direct
simulations of forced isotropic turbulence with passivescalar “blobs.” They showedthat the probability density function ( pdf) of the logarithm of scalar dissipation reachesan
approximately Gaussianself-similar state. However, at the
early stagesof mixing, they find a strongly changinginterdependencebetweenthe two variables.
The time developmentof the pdf of ln( eF) for casesH
and IH is shown in Fig. 22. The pdf s were obtainedby sampling over the mixed fluid volume defined by O.l<F<O.9.
The results show that the pdf of ln( l F) approachesa nearly
normal distribution with slight negative skewness.For the
shearflow caseH at later times, the skewnessand kurtosis of
the distributions are approximately - 0.1 and 2.9, as comK. K. Nomura and S. E. Elghobashi
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FIG. 2 1. Instantaneous scalar dissipation rate
rzFin a vertical (x-z) plane with isoscalar contour lines F = 0.5 at time t = 6 for (a) case IH
(isotropic) and (b) case H (St, = 1.0).
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FIG. 22. Probability density function of logarithm of scalar dissipation rate
(sample over O.l<F<O.9)
for (a) case M (isotropic) and (b) case H
(St,=l.O);t=Z(----),t=4(---),t=6(---),andt=8(-j.

valuesfor a normal distribution which are 0. and
3., respectively. The peak of the pdf’s for both H and IH
casesshift toward lower values of In( eF) as time increases,
indicating a drop in (eF) due to mixing. Figure 23 showsthe
conditional expectationof the scalardissipationrate (condi:
tioned on the value of F) ZF normalized by the ensemble
averageof eF in the samplevolume (eF) y for casesIH and
pared with
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H. A nearly parabolic shaperemains throughout the development of the scalar mixing layer. This is characteristic of
the mixing zone betweentwo homogeneousregions of fluid.33
IV. CONCLUSIONS

Direct numerical simulation of an initial steplike scalar
field subjectedto homogeneousshearedturbulencehas been
performedand the resultscomparedwith thoseof the caseof
decaying isotropic turbulence. Statistics on the strain rate,
vorticity, scalar gradient, and scalar dissipation rate were
K. K. Nomura and S. E. Elghobashi
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obtained. Analysis of the flow field is consistent with previous studies8*g*24
and suggeststhat turbulent flow consists
of stretching vortex structures that generate higher strain
rates in the normal plane. The structure of the vorticity field
in isotropic turbulence tends to be sheetlike for moderatevalued vorticity and tubelike at high-valued vorticity.’ 1,12In
sheared turbulence, large-scale organized structures are
present in the form of sheetsand hairpins.
The strain rate and vorticity fields dominate the behavior of the scalar field and thus the reactive interface. The
gradient of the conservedscalar tends to align itself with the
axis of the most compressivestrain rate and orthogonal to
the local vorticity. The magnitude of the scalar gradient is
directly influenced by the local strain rate while its orientation is controlled by the local vorticity. Becauseof the directional features of shearedturbulence, the orientation of the
scalar gradient is more ordered than in isotropic turbulence.
In addition, the magnitude of vorticity indirectly affectsthat
of the scalar gradient through strain-rate amplification by
vortex stretching. In both flows, regions of high scalar-gradient magnitude exist as sheetsin the vicinity of sheetlike vortex structures of moderate to high vorticity. The sheetlike
nature of the vortex structures appears to provide a locally
unidirectional strain field that is capable of producing extended regions of high scalar gradient. This is of particular
importance in reactive flows, where the most intense reactions will tend to occur where (VF)’ is high. Regions of
intense reaction will therefore most likely exist as sheets,
particularly in flows with mean shear where the well-correlated large-scalemotion produceshigh (VF)’ sheetsthat are
continuous over a greater spatial extent.
Influence of the fluid strain rate on (VF) ‘, and therefore
eF, is indicated by the strain rate-scalar dissipation correlation coefficient 2, which is independent of the scalar value
and remains relatively constant in time. The statistical distribution of the scalar dissipation rate eF for an inhomogeneous
scalar field exhibits a nearly lognormal distribution with a
slight negative skewnessfor both isotropic and shear cases.
The conditional expectation of the scalar dissipation EF remains parabolic for both decaying isotropic turbulence and
shear tiow.
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